Hereditary Non-polyposis Colon Cancer Syndrome (HNPCC) is the most common cause of familial colorectal cancer. Molecular genetic studies of HNPCC have shown evidence oflocus heterogeneity, and mutations in four genes (hMSH2, hMLH1, hPMS1, and hPMS2) which encode components of the mismatch enzyme repair system may cause HNPCC. To determine the extent and nature of locus heterogeneity in HNPCC, we performed genetic linkage studies in 14 HNPCC families from eastern and north-western England. Linkage to hMLH1 was excluded in six families, each of which were likely to be linked to hMSH2 (lod score >1 0 in each family and total lod score for all six families = 7-64). Linkage to hMSH2 was excluded in three families, each of which were likely to be linked to hMLH1 (lod score >1-0 in each family and total lod score at hMLHI for all three families = 3 93). In the remaining five families linkage to hMSH2 or hMLHI could not be excluded. These results confirm locus heterogeneity in HNPCC and suggest that, in the population studied, most large families with HNPCC will have mutations in hMSH2 or hMLH1. We did not detect any correlation between clinical phenotype and the genetic linkage results, but a Muir-Torre syndrome family excluded from linkage to hMLHI was likely to be linked to hMSH2 and showed microsatellite instability in a tumour from an affected relative.
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GENETIC LINKAGE ANALYSIS
Significant evidence of linkage (total lod score >3 0 for all 14 families) was not detected at any of the 11 loci investigated (table 1) . However, inspection of marker haplotypes and of individual family lod scores was consistent with locus heterogeneity. Formal heterogeneity analysis provided clear evidence for locus heterogeneity with linkage to hMSH2 (evidence that some families linked to hMSH2, x2 = 32-1, p<2 x 10-8) and hMLHI (evidence that some families linked to hMLH1, x2 = 21-9, p<3 x 10-6). On the basis of these results the families were divided into three groups (table  2) .
Group A. Exclusion of linkage to hMLHI and probable linkage to hMSH2 Linkage to hMLH 1 was excluded in six families (COOl, C002, C003, C004, C015, C016). In each of these haplotype analysis was consistent with linkage to hMSH2 and the total lod score at hMSH2 for all six families was 7-64 at 0= 0 (fig 2) . However 
